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1. SUbject was berm mall Novekber 1922 1
1. •

a tam at ZAKONARa in

the area of Zoloohivolrestersi gireine. His fatherless nmeed Hatay KOREAN

and his nether, Irene KOREAN (maiden name, KINDRATIT). Sabjeot-kad two

brothere--Osirbornin1900andI46kornin1710. Sabject's brother Osip
--

sae &saber of the OM from 1928 ibil1 1940. He was a mica carman. in
=HAM !march 19404the an from the town of OLISKO arrested him along

with 211111rTUR1ALO, VamiKEISNIT, and IvUhVANIF, fellow OUNnalhers,

and took them toaprison in liA31. In Jens 1940 he was murdered in the

prison. abject with(HauptmerVIACSORICH, an Abweir member, sew the body of

his brother in the prison on Leon Sapieha Street,uhich he entered. !hen the

SOevits !led before the German evince.

2. Subject's brother Ivan lived with their 'Lothar in =MUM	 .

194h, and uhen the Hessians approached the tam, he joined the SPA. Sub-

ject has heard nothing from hie brother since 19h4.

3. Subjec lt :mother was very ill in 1944; and according to information

that he received fres NikoleArrALA, a UPI amber whWease to Oeneany about
.; 1950, abs died a natural death in 1945.

Ii. In 1924 subject's father itetviy was attachedte the border police

between the town of ERODE on the old Austrian side and HADITIIIT on the Rai-
d= side. In 1914, during the Austro-Bessien lour, Subject's !ethereal.

taken prisoner by the Hessians and sent to the tan of TASSKTKI in Asia,

milers he died early in 1917. Subject's Zanily was notified of his father's

death by other prisoners who returned !roe TASHKENT to ZAMA= in 1917.

Subject lived with his mother and in 119 went to the public school in

ZAK0EAR2B. His teacher was(Neri Ola.a0tHOWK!, presently reading in

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. mrs. mum ir■a well,..1mownEkraAmLzyjAnr,

ctJ tiErt h -1045S	
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	 51.. InAlgust 1925 Subject waist to the Gousasivs ' in the town of

IGLOCUIV. The director of the Omission at that tine was spriest weed

cummascr. Sibject le mother paid 20 Pollak sloty &month for his @twin

the Gymnasium. In August 1926 Subject transferred to the Opumesive inEMOW.

ps vie a student of the First State Gyesasiveibich taught the Ukrainian

laggaage and wid.oh was lacabsilis Leon SapLeha No. 43.. At this tine Subject

lived in a donaltory at 39 Sicksimika Street. The bead of the dormitory, a
Urpriest, Tren:W214, is nom the Greek Catholic Bishop in the Vatican. MUM.	 .._ .

had an assistant who was maned lwanIZISSI.L. In 1928 Ivan TISSUputSabject

in contact with the J. Is 1930 Subject stiPPid his wibisliil is the %s
-uasive and took a anwayear business oeurse in LVOV an 1 Kerneektie Street.

The director of this 'Whoa was Dr. KOSINITZ. Subject entered the Greek

*Maio Seminary at 39 Sicksbaska Street in the autumn of 1931 end finished

in 1933. Skil* in the Seninary, Subject was the Chief of the 00N Tenth in

D. In Januagp 1934 he was called as .an instructor of the youth of OBS

in U. Bis Chief was Disarm MINN, a lawyer whom the Gamma shot in
Iler in 1941. In somber 1934, after StephO3ANDSRAATITS10, UM=

*IDELINT, and flichall*ABRwere arrested4r.)LeJIBBSD node Subject a

umber of the Mold of the GOD in Vectors Ukraine mod node his the head ef

the organisational section. In addition to Subject, the Provid at that time.

consisted of the followingt Dr. Les SUED, now in Match; 8.AphiNDIABOVITCD.
TIAN, now 11	 a	 P	 nowFrance at Saracelles near Paris; Tuliar7BOXAM..in

asyj::: in FCanada; V _ .	 AII,. now in the United Staten; Itlk.,leA0.8, who did is a
Plash pain 1939; TaroslAABOCH, later a general of CPA, died in 1949
4.	 U.4.41.	 COMPW44/1, .4.6.m. 4.	 T■ Wom■■■	 ■■■■■■■, ■••■•	 AM. ••■••V

1935 Lay BEM ordered Subject to publish a paper named REM GRUM. This

paper strongly criticised the Paishigovernment. Subjective arrested in
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August 1935 and sent to a Polish concentration eaq, in the area of Berens

Lartuake nsar WSW. Subject spent three months there, and in January 1936

he Wm freed and returned to LVOV. Daring Subject Is It in DICV (193164937),

be limed at 39 Star

le

a:WC:et together with the folloldng persons:

a. Axastder	 , later a umber of SPA, mho was Idlled in

1947 in the Ursine.
• b gx2VIJIO, later older of BB in MUM

o. Yu r1cATVIO, who is now in Gernererk address unknown to

Subject.
6. After Subject left the area of Hansa Nertuska, be coutinned nosidhil

in the N. Besides his normal organisational work, be was eoneerned vita
printing the underground literature of the MM. In a stable near 39 Stases-
nesineks Street, Subject maintained his underground printing press. Daring
tide tine (19344937) Subjeet was a director of a coo peratimo, IMOD= DDI,
in the tam of IIAZISSIMIS war 111011. In :eV 1937 Subject was arrested by
the Polish national police and was jid/ed first in DAN then in WOO, SUMO,

and finally in =DIMS& In Wry 1939 be was tried in RITMO and sentenced,

as • amber of the OM Provid, to twelve years in prison. The fallowing

people were sentenced with Subject:

a. TeroelsATARIICS - thirteen years

b. VasillISEVAX - twelve years

a. MykelifilIDZ - ten years

d.44=POSEL • twelve years

e. Ige*HUBSICT - twelve years
4.

f. StephentSHMIITSEr - twelve years
SkortwIc

g. Iva i111

	

n'	 • twelve years

	

.	 • !I

lostieLer VOLOSICCII - four years
1. gykoliAlISTOVICH, • I te!! 7sarg

,t•
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Seyeral others when Subject does not remember were sentenced for shorter

periods. After the montane* was passed, all. those mentioned above Imre taken

to TARIM near KRAKOW, where they stewed in jail until. September 1939. With

the outbreak of war in September 1939, ell were released iron prison mod

. Subject with his friends vent to time tows of RAMIS% from where Subject in.

tended to go to ZAECIARA. In October 1939 Subject end his friends learned

in RAD.D010 that the Western Ukraine was occupied by the Bossism. Subject

decided not to go haw became he knew that he mould be shot by the Eassiamo

▪ Ukrarinlan nationalist. Only a few of the prisoners decided to go to

the Western Ukraine. Among them was Ivan EIT811, who was shot by the Soviet.

in 19110. Subject later learned that almost all nationalists who had decided

to return to the Ukraine had been shot.

7. At this tine the mayor of =MO was oleo the priest. M.

1 CRERS3103fl. From CIMCOWSU Subject got work as the town inspector is ROMEO

and made about 350 Palish slot,. cum= helped Subject as well as sake

of the other prisoners 'with clothing, a place to live, and so forth. Ai

inspector of the town Subject worked until January 1941. In MEOW in 3.914

Subject net with the(Arehtdshop4ALLADIS. who urged Subject to become a priest.

Subject want to WARSAW and enrolled in a seminary hit vas not required to

attend the lectures mince he had heard then previously. In January 191am Sub-
V.k rl'oPlii ''	 '

jeot married Targelaviuk11103 in .kBAKOW, and in August 19104 Arahibishop PALLADIII

ordained Subject as a priest. Subject net Tem plar* BIGUS when she was an

informer in the Abwehr. Sheknewqlajoli. **IUD, end in PRAGUE she imett. Colom4

4ARBUK, who spelt a great deal of tine at Subject's hole. During Subject/a

stay in PRAGUE and later in Gummy, Subject was a student of the Ukrainian

Free University, where he presently is mi)1.,ng_ to complete his Doctorate.

In order to Imeeoret his pre	 If tSubject has acted as a
yile0 1-4 0/41 AlliVirOg2194	 S
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of ills ltolar lat000phallo Orthodox Chart* of rola* in Outlaw dace Mr& 190

and if ban paid 150.200 DM a'aouth for kis work. As far as ho hams ao coo

asopooto kW of having ocamootiose with the na.

•	

1
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1. In August or Sept...m*041949, iftmrr_	 -3teld Sub-

just that he	 no more Moto for Subject's work, Subject net an old friend
‘41,,V

vv	 mad ifal LE• •• • , ibis he knew frauhis Abwehr days 10 PRAGUE. =ECU
nAgid.4-11 11" fo 	 =4.
voza papaw:a z calVtre as Menus was midi% ter the AM* sad.w uiu

asked *11110144Aal==. with his. EINEM maid that he had Imam

ta man, BeinrichVOR PURL, for a long tine endues convinced that he vas

ht a Russian agent. Stbjeot agreed to take the job *ids he sorer needed
9•.:.1•Li	ZA 

t that tine. After a few days Sub sot net HaLnrich RV PRAM, who told
•	

a
Subje	 of former :ambers of the ifainieve
g.nrebrotens	 work mu. as was in ERJOGAI,

Kerz4.•Abwehretelle No. 3, antis PRA13UE. (VON PURL further told anbjeoyaat the
group was intereeted primarily in (Wean 'Lettere endless ocamernomi with the

D.P. situation only to the edient that it affected the Germans. During Sub-
ject's second meeting with VON PRAM, be was asked to submit information on
the following six Osman persons*

X+ IV •	 a. J

	

(,/t74,7ol	 .b.
a.

d.

	

,1"3,1	 S.

L‹/;43/6.- is

'7 144CON PRAHL suspeoted these aLm of haring 	 act with the HIS. Subject knew
Paul =BACH, a Ukrainian whose real nine 	 Subject met Anna
USER through DEIBACH and began giving VON PHAHL reports an these two. Walla

cr_AN, C.,■•••••6

MICRoFILmED

JUN b 1962

Doc. micf10. sER.
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also supplied information on MEULLER,
about Graf VOLTOLINI through

IO••5-1

and OSTERS Subject learned
,56±111a.UK,7714zi-tife of a foraer co-employee
CC

_ -

CC COPY .



•6/.11 Taira•	 •1-"b ,c1.1.11	 BOMAN= knew Graf VOLTOLINI

very moll amilwriat one as worked for ha in 1948. VOLTOLINI at this two

Sf Gni
• .2-

• f doe aite.e.4 dale
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was worldng in the offices of ChrisliobenNabrichtenDieat, whom: Job it

was to gatherinfonation about the API:baobab:Lod the Iran Curtain.

(Case Officials Notes Vben Subject was questioned about VON PRAIL ts intelli-.
game commations, be said in retrospect it is possiblo that voi FBABL was

westing with the Italian IntalAgenee Bamiee at this tine.)

4sb3eot knew tbat . OrefVOITOIIII was of Italian extraction. blasn..§ohjest

gave TO FURL a complete biographical ranee on the work of =Tam, Vol

MARL told him after two maks that be was satisfied that VOLTOLINI was not

a Soviet agent and also told bin not to collect soy sore infonaation an hin.

<in addition to these listed Above. 	 was interated the foliating:
ntr	 a. (DrIlikoleAtig/M BSSIU, a '	 11613;"5six who liveLin

Vo"
anwsz.P

C9	 w.,20( b. (BrirSONTI, a Gowan frOm BUCOVINA.

Both of these were samectedbyVON PRAM of having contacts with the Rise

• *da4116AUFU8S, a Jewish woman fast Russia, then an American

aitisen, who worked at the ?claw Foundation in IBO Passing.

d. praftBABBB, aBossian of Osman famiiy from VOL/NIA, Ukraine.

patorof.a Russian church in mows.

e. 4INICON,4 lamer Geraan officer who had a nicro.filn labors.

. •

tory on 1 Weinstrasso UMBER.
Car: 67drivaR%-y 

f. NitillieltDDIACMIR, a GUM= who worked at one tie for

the T.I.B. and in 1947 and 1948 tried to get into the Technical...Intelli-

gence Brigade. 
raw.numega .sum!iractatl =CBI A 0:17::o founded the =CBI UKRAINIOIER



an anti-counniet organisation founded by the Ina

Sue to 84bjectle

In addition to the above personalities, VON PRAM was interested in the follow-

ing organisations:

a. (ININOIATIONAL SVOBODN, an 	 	 anti-conunist arganio-

1

under the direction si

Subject stated that there we= probably moral other natters snick be doss

not remember. Subject game VON PRAM reports on aLl of the above personalities

and organisations. VON PRAM visited Subject once or twice every two weeks

and collected Ids =arts.

2. VON PRAM always complained that his office had no money and, there-

fore, he coed not pay anbject sore than 100 Ill per month. VON PRAM said

that the headquarters of td. service4,as in Frankfurt and that the chief was
(4..)

a Zanier Oenmen colonel ' VEBER to aide was an American, but VON

MARL did not give his name. - Subject had no reason to believe that VON PRAM,

was working for anyone other than the Americium because

jolt Aswerican trowel orders and carried anpistol.	 ck

A4 t• %fa 44 v% ■••;•tk. 	%!.. ro% f&NA C.
3. At the end of November 1949 C._

boo for the first tine in approdnately seven moths and asked Subject to go

to AMMO and MOIDDIRICRO for the purpose of interrogating Ukrainian couriers

who allegedly had just arrived from the homeland. During this nesting with

Subject to10	 that he was in contact with VON PRAM and

asked C._	 3to check co VON PRAEL o s connections with the is erica= 09 Villa

Subject could feel free to continue his work with kin. Subject had already

been working with VON Fula for three months. 	 3 promised to do this.

he often showed Sub-

--1-----7-;z2tio.t.clt



VIP

1

it 	 eud of December 191s9 (,.	 :loam to soe Subject agatn,
6

and Subject asked what he had found out about VON PRAM. C 	I said that

it was very difficult to determine who VON PEISL was bemuse there were so

any Ownemmmienting for the haericans, but be did sag that he though TON

PRAM was working for the AIS.L	 :It thistles tad Subject that he

hadafrieni who was interested in Ukrainian newspapers and asked Subject to

write a smears of the contents in the Ukrainian Press. Two months passed

before Subject did any work on screening the Dkriedanpapwrs.

5. Subject gave the following reasons to explain ley he began working

viten' PRAM and (*rho did not stop working with hie after Pendleton can

to cell co Subject in Noveaberf

414C	 ,:)tOld Subject that he was no longer needed as of

304p:11 1949.

b. Subjective in poor financial condition and needed work to live.

c. Subject did not break contact with VON PRAM in Deaneer 2949

because the work iihich(l_ 	 asked him to do an the newspaper was

not considered a steady job kf Subject. In addition, Subject was

afraid that he night work for alehort tine with Pendlento and then again

find hineelf out of a job.

do Subject treated the now relationship beteeenC . 3and

kinsolf in December as aim:twee rather than a 'orrice connection einem

Pendleton told his it would be private.

e. VON AIM was working on counter-intelligence and German

intelligence, vbereas 11_	 3was interested in the Dkavinlao politt-

cult picture. Subject felt that the work was not overlapping and that
	

1

he could safely do both jobs.
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Subject never told
	 oilkat he was doing for VON PRAM busses he sue

bound to VON PRAM by • secrecy statutet each he had to give when be began

wailing for his.

6. Oa or shoat the end of September sr the first of October 1950,

Ccame to Subject's hue and discovered reports for Vol PRAM an •

Subject's desk. C_	 asked Subject who the work was for, and Subject

finaLly decided to =plain.	 ,nue unImppy that Subject had not told

him about We connection with VON PRIM sooner. Subject gave the ease reasons

U listed above. In addition, Subject gavot_	 a brief written history

on VON MARL and connections be had with him. After a few dars:C

came to see Subject with C	 whereupon Subject again reiterated

the reasons eby he had gone to work with VON PRAM and underlined the feat

that t_	 was larinarily resprikit.le. In addition, Subject wrote a

paper in Genus explaining dw he was in this embarrassing position and asked

to give the paper to his chief.

V	 for dor, after this incident,. C	 Subject that he

had checked in VON MAIL and had found that he was working for the LIS. C

...)told Subject that he could continue to work with VON BUHL but that

copies. of everything he gave VON PRAM would have to be given to C

*bout Nay 1950 Subject net Colonel Win (VON PRAM ,' chief), (Dr Willi?

&RICHTER, and WaltorhIHNICIE in HUMOR. Colonel WEBER told Subject that be
,

9L•61 1• 1 was	 will sakiatied ,r1 +A &h....lilt's reports.
#e" (

8. HeinriCh VON iiragi. 1473. pug 3h year-old Omen, a former officer
00e 44, lq14

of the German Aimy, and 'a member of the Abwehrstelle. His father was a German

columnist in the Ukraine, and his mother vu Russian. After the Russian

Revolution of 1917, VON MAW' faid.4 moved to Hungary and lived there for

J
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a lumber of years VON IRAS is a graduate of an Agricultural Curried=

and speaks the following languages fluentlys

a. Omum

b. Russian

c. Hungarian

d. Csechoslowskian

Despite the fact that bivfather is German, =PEAS himself looms heavily

toward the Bandana and is politically tutelar of Dusaliniammarchy.

addition, during his work with ;bleat, he olainedambatically that he was

&confined Real and criticised dsnocatay very strongly. Vol PEARL also

criticised the AM claiming that the Americans did, not know bow to 	 an

intelligence orgOisation. VON PEARL constantly told Sab3ect that he would

velem. an opportunity to work with the British or French. VON PEARL con-

stantly boasted, did not know how to keep a secret, and often told lies.

Subjact was extremely cautious with VON PEARL because of these dharecteristics.

9. In September 1951 Subject noticed that VON PEI& had acquirediterge

sums of mangy. He bought two new suits and photographiVequipment which cosB

2,500 1. His wife appeared dressed in furs. VON PEARL told 8mb3sct at this

time that he was now connected with work which involved intellismammi gatherw

ing rather than countor-espionage activity. He asked Subject to give hin a

contact with the ZChYOUN or 2P/OVEN in order that he might collaborate with

them in the gathering of intelligence fran behind the lion Curtain. VON PEARL

claimed that he was able to supply American agent radios and able topay

from 3,000 to 5,000 Dil l s per month. VON PEARL also said that he lighted to

publicise the glory *fin. VON PEARL snowed Subisvi several rikaZta Pi:QM

Poland and Lithuania on airplanes and air fields. VON MAUL said that he
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reosived these reports from defectors but that he was sending thee to his

headquarters ac. having origtnatedlith UPI. Subject became suspicious of

Vol PRAM for the following reasons:

a. Subject knew that VON /SAHLI' headquarters were interested in

counter-intelligence activity rather than intelligence activity.

b. Subject had been told that TON NM I& headquarters had very

little nosey.

c. Subject knew that VON PRAM us lying to his headquarter..

Subject decided to talk witaCNEISS about the situation. Subject, knowing

that ZINN= inMICR could contact WISER, asked ZINN= to tell MIR

that Subject wanted to see bin on his next visit to MUNICH. ON 1 Nerealwr

Subject net with WEBER, who had arrived from Frankfurt.

20. During &discussion at the Leopold Cafe, Subject askediCSBNR for

answers to the follcuing questions:

a. When did WINSSI s group atop being interested in counter.

intelligence work and start collecting positive intelligence?

b. Did WISER give TON NIEL orders to sake contact with UPI in

the Ukraine?

e. Did WIDER give VON MUHL 3,000 to 5,000 DM's for work in the

Ukraine?

d. ISAMU get any reports from the UPI in the Ukraine?

e. Did WISER know that VON PURL received from 8,000 to 10,000 DK

per month?

f. DicilDSBES know where VON PRAEL le money was coming from?

MEER answered all the questions negatively. ICBM said that his outfit was

still COMOUIUMI with counter-intelligence; VON PURL had no orders to make
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contact vith UFA; VON PURL bad not been given esingle DK for work with UM.;

WEBER kalev of no reports from UPA in the Ukraine. Bs did not bow VON BAHL.

had so much lamer and had ne idea Idlers theimmawy was coming fras.

U. After Subject received the answers mentioned above, be toldle11012

the fellowings

a. Subject had no faith in VON PRANG and.vould refuse to matinee

voting vith him.

b. subject suspected that VON PURL had contact vith some intwl..

ligence service, and alkoliCEBER to find out vhich one.

C. VON PRAM is &feast:since be was fa1si2ying reports.

d. Subject Mould be able to work vith WEB on1y after VON BRAM

is dismissed from the net.

WU promised Subject to take care of ell of these problem and said that

VON BAL had been ender suspicion for the past few Scathe. VEBER also said

that be had asked VON PRAM about other intelligence connections and VON

PRAM had sworn that he had no other connections. After this discusaion with

WEBER Subject again net =MEN and EICKtER and began a eking them questions

about VON PURL. They told his that VON PEARL had connections viththe

Italian Intelligence Service and that the XIS was giving him about 10,000 DK

&month for his work.

12. RICENSR and ZIENWRES told Subject that they saspected VON PRAM

was passing copies of all reports be was getting fariCEBSR to the ILE. EIMER

and ZIENEOKE told 'WEBER of their suspicions and asked him to check on them.

Subject knew ZIEMER in PdAGUE in 1945. H. is a Sudeten German mho finished

chemical engineering school in PRAGUE. He helped the Noche, Russians and

Ukrainians in PRAGUE. As an example, the Gestapo arrested twenty/ Ukrainian

,,;;;E!	 •
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priests in 193h and sent then to concentration camps. ZlINECEN had these

peep]; released because he considered then innocent. The gestapo accused

Mn for this action and reported it to Berlin. Be also helped Csechoslowak

priests, and so forth. Be was a friend ofOlmmxiiUDERfromVIBNIL, who was.

secretary to the Pope and &violent anti-Masi. During 1945 ZINN= often

discussed the Nest le with Subject and °Attained then atrongly. When the

Americans arrested ZINEECKS in 1946, he was held for only three months boom=

he called vitalises to attest to the fact that he had not done ego= harm in

PBA)OB: His wife is Clock national. 0
04. 't Wt. &CC:, 

vo	 13. ia Bil1i4BICHTEN, is &Sudeten Oman who finithed his smdm&xling
in PHIWAN mbar* he studied Slawid languages. Be worked in the SD in BERLIN.

Hewes very sympethetio to the Mork of the  OUN and BPA and personally talked

with MU= amd MELNIK during their stir in the =HUN jail. um= was also •

is a faithful worker for the Americans. ZIENEOI3 and BIONTER were both

an anti-Mast. Subject says he is a very honest individual and feels that he

strongly opposed to VON PEARL because VON MEL often told them lies, kept

then from contacting BEM, and did not trust his financial dealings. ZIENEOEI,

BIOEUR, and Subject oft= discussed. VON /UHL during their friendly =stings.

Both NIEMEN and NICHTER, according to Subject, were better intelligence nen

than VON BUHL, despite the fact that VON Maw= their chief.

26 At the beginning of Deoember 1951, Via came to MUNICH and terminated

VON MAW. =pigment. In his place he put Dr. Willie BICH1SR. WEBER

ordered VON PEARL to turn over all of his contacts to RICHTER and took a sworn

statement from VON PEARL to the effect that he would no longer harmaany con-

nection with his former contacts. Subject has had no contact with voranuir
mince December 1951. Dr. HIM= told Subject that VON PEARL is living in
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Bad Tole and that he is probably still working Nor the US, because he has a

lot of money and had bought himself a oar. In Nay' 1951 VON FRAM told

RIMER that he wanted to immigrate to the United States as &Tolls Dentscheri

but wince his wife vas going to have &baby, be mould have to delay-his trip.

Subject continued to work lith Dr. RICHTER after TO MARL was dimmiesed and

still has contact with hie atpreeent. V. have received copies of all re-

ports he has 'remitted.

Atoll Subject to break contact withX5.' In Janumry

HIM= slowly and diplomatically. Subject told RIMER in January that be

wee going to the United States and would have to stop working for him.

RIMER asked Subject to find bin &Ukrainian contact who would continue to

supply &math reports an the Orthodox Church. In January and February

Subject gave RICHTER two reports about the Orthodox Church and one report an

the WICLT PRIEDENS HEMEGONG. Subject will give us copies of these. In March

Subject did not give any reports to RICHTER, but in April and Ney be submitted

the followings

a. A report on people who are joining the GREEN INTERNATIORAL -

GERDES DITICULTIONALS (German).

b. A report on the Statutes of the above organisation.

Subject translated the above reports fraa a piper named the GREEN INTMATIONAL

and gave them to RICHTER in Gowan.

o. Translation of articles on the church from Ukrainian to German

published in the Russian papers RABAT, VIRA, NADU LUBOV, UNRAINSEI VISTI,

and MADAM SANOSTIIII.

d. Translation of an article about a German General BOHME published

in • PTA:J4161a pekoe =MIS 17.117.—ma.=3ZCL:

cr
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4. Translation from Polish into Oman of an article "Rotor

Premiencere. (Polish) or "Ural= Rotor* (oman), width RICHTER brought

frct from Austria.

f. RICE= asked for list of ORR members.

In Say Rebjest gave RICHER 0037 000 report which had been requested by

RICHTER. Ma vas intonation on TiotoASCHROV, a man of Russian nationality

ids* famed a store in 10MICH. On 2 Jay 3.952 RICKER asked for a short report

on the DEB= waunaacmci Enressum. Since the beginning of January 2952,

mann haa been paying Subject 200 IN monthly. Subject did net wish to

aceePt this many since he has not been supplying reports of any value, but

RICO= told Ma that * he mould receive Roney as laeg as he remained in

o.raig6
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_ammo44.. ('InC-191s7	 offered Subjec ta 7orbt: the SWOON.

Subject had known MATTLIKO sines 1925. MAITISCO ls father vas a pet

the town of HUME= near ZALCHANI, where SubjeS4, vas born. Subject had

often visited NATVIESO le hone and vice	 NMI= suggested that Sub-

ject.becteme the chief of the counter-espionage branch of SS and introduced

bin to the follentag aesberes
Ab\i/Njt	 a. Petro	 .

3/ b. Ivan	 '•	 n

e. DaniatigOUDIL MICRO 	 NIS I AL
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• NAM= ezpaained thattlEOWALMCg who had five assistant* vas chief of the
.4' cm	 Se/e011 It., 'part 11.4

executive breach of the 85 in *horsy of lieuidati.quirjogoittacentl other
YU", IAA 

such activitie	 aaiii*Rboaa nut the job of nalateining liaison eith

the Americans, the Paglish, and other Lllies. All other ambers of the SB

were ItATVISKO is assistants. NOM= said that the job of the 53 was to

rind, arrest, and kill Soviet agents> The BB had eacret bunkers in MOBERG,

kITTENWALD, and Warner Damn, MUNICH, to stdoh they took persons suspected

of being Soviet agents la& they interrogated than and in Ku instances

killed then. ilLITISKO stated that the SD had killed five agents (before Sub-

ject cane to Germany). One of these had been killed in the Warner Easerne.

Subject was not told the names but sae told that this nan had been from the

Eastern Ukraine and, although he had not confessed to being a Soviet agent,

had been liquidated because the BB feared that K. wiyelil	 •-

the Americans. In addition, the folladng four persons were killed in ID3RNBIROr

• .N ET

5 ti& MA	 gi
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a. AndreaPECHBRA, IND giant from PRAGUE.

b. Mole 1l12311111, 11113 agent from BRATISLAVA.

a. PORNO (alias), from Carpathe Ukraine, did not at being an

agent.

d. BARNA (alias), daughter of spriest lathe Ukraine end sec-

rotary of . Milrola)NOSRAIR. Did not confess to being &Soviet agent.

Siren/UTE:BM gave Subject the written confessions of both EICHBRA and

SMARR. Subject was asked to road these confessions and give his opinions.

Subject kept these =Cessions at home for three weeks and gave all of the

important irecamation from them to L., 	 -:1 In JulyNirom NANTES°

gave Subject the SD Archives pertaining to Soviet agents and containing a

list of persons whoa the SB suspected of being Soviet agents. Subject was

asked to read these reports and present his opinions. The reports included

about in names of suspected persons. Subjoetredowedthem anedecided thit

on1y20 personalities were really 11=4AI feather investigation. Mbet of the

reports were booed on rumors and, in general, the grounds for 'Rapidan were

very weak.

2. On 28 October 1947 Subject wrote his orit&cisas of all these mat.

tors and retained copies which he can aabmit to us if necessary. On 23 Nov-

ember 1947 Subject sent the SD another report in which he listed the teen*

names he considered worth further investigation. *Vies of this report are

J also available if desired. Subject told (1, 	 and

-ahat he had the Archives mentioned above but:Abere was nothing of

great ipportance in them.

3. In Ja3,9 or August 1947 the SD arrosted(D4 IaroklevNODOZ and took

him to NORJOBTRo, where he was interrogated for three weeks. Subject told

21about the arrest of MOROZ.C__ _3sid he wanted to knowidhat the
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l . In July 2948 the SB arrested Volo	 , formerly an oftfout
in the ITFA as • suspected Soviet ;gentile SB knew that HASNIK was working

0141

forth* Americans who wanted to. sent him to the Ukraine. The SS decided to

arrest his and liquidate him. In order to gain BMWs confidence, they

asked him to take same documents to the Ukraine. They gave HAWK the docu-
ments theyWented to send and tolehin that the BB would take Ida to the
Soviet border at KOBE= and show hin the best place to cross. minx be-
lieved them and went to KOBBBERO with KOWALSKI..There be was taken to a
bunker and interrogated for awe*. HAS= confessed that the Americans wanted
to send his to the Ukraine, told them what his orders were and *winch money
he would receive. He denied haming.anything to do with the Russians, and
Subject believes he was not a Soviet agent. ummur had orders from NMI=
to Klima= regardless ofwhat was learned during this interrogation. lawn
the interrogation disclosed that HAMM was not a Soviet 'agent, KOWALSKI and
his fire asaistants refused to carry out the death penalty. KOWALSKI returned

to MUNICH to inform HAMM and to ask for further directions. Before he
went to HAMM, KOWALSKI told Subject the entire story. Subject advised
bin to refuse to kill HASNIK under any aircumstanoes. swum promised to
refusi• However, regardless of the facto, MATVIEKO reissued orders to kill

MASHIE. KOWALSKI refused, whereupon MATSU= produced a false statomint which,
according to Subject, HATPLIKD had written Unita:. According to this state-
meat, MASKIK had been sentenced to death by the UPA in the homeland and had	 t

ti

oacaned; fop otdoh ~Henn tha UM 9w +h.	 u.4

killki hba. After showing the false wring to imam, UTPIEKO ordered an .

513 learned from HDROZ.i. .Subject got °vise of the interrogation of MOROI
and gave?'" to Wand"

'Ai 4
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to kill BMX. or to be allot himself for sabotaitng the SB. Therefore,
i

. • 	 Exttur ind hie five helpers killed MASTSin ZORNEARO. Subject told'
;

1

I .	 3about this incident.
f

Se On or about August 2948 the SB arrested another agent of the REVD

nand DewidtEIZEINEET and took:bin to ' s' bendoer in MITTERTAID. They inter-

rogated bin for more than six neeths.. mussmur gave a complete history of

himself and the people he knew in :BOSON. Copies of this interrogation were 	 1

given to 	 cones= vas fla12y killed. Subject stated that in the

summer of 1948 the Sp arreetedELIS-BOBSSE, an old Ukrainian immigrant••	 .•••	 •••.•••••	 •
in ADOSDEBO, and killed him as a Sqvist &ger. In Nay 1950 the SB killed

three other /maple iniarADOTALIONILOWSEIVRIUSCRE4 and
MOB= and MBAS= confessed that they\were Soviet agents.
who worked for the MOB headquarters in WSW, had sumoseded in photos:lowing
the entire archives of the MELNIK gr. Before he was able to give the
photocopies to the Soviets, they were confiscated by the SB and are main

the files of IvajklASHOBA. Luba POTILITSET did not confess to being a Soviet
agent butler killed anyway. In Witt* to the above, Subject knows that a
umber of the URDP naaad elDZAKiiWZ)keillel in KOBIDEBO by the SB.

6. About September 1948 the SD arrested a first lieutenant from

MOONS) mho was named Nike. Eis full name was :given toC
During this man's interrogation, BATTIER) tortured him so severely that the
Wan finally out his own throat, 'hereupon the SB finished the job of killing

11W 4///him. During 1948 the SIB nada a contact with the AIS through BariALBCHUK.
The Americans paid MkTVIEKO through Maria MONK $500 per month for matetial
from the Carpathe-Ukrsine and Poland. MATVIEED renovated old reports dating
from 1939 and 1940 and submitted tham as new reports. Subject toldC

and	 jabout this, subaittdng proof that the reports were false.

STILMASCRIK,
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1. ° The Shrequired &numbers of the ODN to report any work they

were doing for the Americana. They r. ordered to notify the SB when they

were approached, to submit all requests for infornatica made by

and were prOhibited from giving anything other than the falsified infOrmation

provided by the BB. Bahia& notified the Au:icons of this situation.

8. len• MATVIIND worked for the Americans, he sent one 	 to MGM

to get information, for his American cue officer. Thiamin returned from

MODS with very little. MATVIND became impicious and took his to the DP

comp in RIGENSBERG. Peso WWII.= and his five assistants murdered him

without bothering to Interrogate him. NAN= added acme old reports to the

material this man brought from MODS and mold thms to the Americans.

9. Dieing the entire time Subject larked with the BB an our orders,

belie under a terrible nervous etre:inhumes he was certain that he would

be next to be liquidated. After the MAO ETNISMALD conference in the

fall of 1948, a large poop of people left the organisation. Subjett quit

the BB and MAW at that tine for the following reasons;

a. Be could not stand the methods of Um Shur the strain of

being constantly on a powder barrel.'

b. His ideologlcal.political concepts were not in agreement with

those of the zch/saum.

am Subject a free hand is the decision on whether or

not to rmaain in the SB. During October 1949 Subject submitted very little

intimation on the SB and felt that Pendleton was dissathafiedvith his

work. In April 1949/-	 3 announced that his headquarters had decided
tit. tLers waa more reason continue working with 6ubject. (__	 _22

promised to drop in on Subject occasionally but stated that it would be a

t
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=riot* inforail arriusgawalt. The last pay which Subject received us

given him in April 199. AfterC	 dropped bin entirely tram the pay

roll in April 1949, Subject was fare= to look for work elsewhere.

10. In Bovember 19491(2 _looms to see Sebject and asked hie to

ride to MENG and BIGENSBUCI with hiu in order to interrogate some couriers

who had arrived from Poland. Subject spent aweek on this assignmint and we

paid seven cartons of eigarrettes. In January 1950 	 Jvisited Subilect

more frequently and asked for reports on at wee contained in the Ukrainian

emigre poses. Subject was paid,eight to twelve cartons of cigarettes per

month.

11. Subject has not had close contact mith the SB since =boss of 1948.

Bousver, he still meets Ivan KAMM end gathers information which he his

always trensmitted to us. In Jannagy 1951 contact miththe ewes resumed

when Ivan IAMB& end Niren BMW° case to Subject's home and eakedlihe

to act as a go-between in discussions between the Z602101 and tbateMS4

The report an this discussion with KOH= and MiTVIBIO has been transmitted

to L.	 According to Subject, MAIVIBIO turned to Subject to act

as 1i:dwell= because he though that Subject was ramming an

service for the ZMISIR. MATFIBIO also asked Subject to be an advisor to

KASRGBA since MUM had to leave town. Subject agreed to this in order to

be able to pass the informatics on to Shands•

12. SAMBA has been asking Subject's advice an frequent Decisions.

First KLIMA gave him reports frca members of the OUI in Poland on the

methods used by Polish Intelligence to recruit *embers of the OON into their

oveviva, autojiot orgazizad zad avaluatzd	 Ivi=rtz, -"du; :pi:: tc

(---	
Other requests for advice have included the following subjects:
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a. The problem of Petrol/MELON, who has been !Min articles

inAhe United States against the WhiOUN, the SB, and the AEN. Subject

advised KASEMbltAmt, although LBWS could be a Soviat agent, be did

not think so and that the ICh/0111 should ignore the articles.TaioN was

=Mag.a	 ts cow* *4 .4; AN 0. 
ii	 oc	 SIPJImf f°0104a+

fr/	
b. The problem of KEW, who  works in the MN anti fa a tomer

,
v Gestapo man from U. In December 1.951 8C=IX netWiga, from IRJRNBERG)

who was 1910E-SEILANWatt-ILENWaser. KASEHBA brought Subject copies

of all of SCHENK'S articles. After reeding these articles, Subject wrote

KARMA that he Could not isey that SCHENK was &Soviet agent nor could

he say that SCHENK was using the OKAINSKII SANOSTMK as ammo for

distributing Boast propagandalisgatned in the articles be wrote.

is. Report: remixed by the SB an the liquidation of Orthodox

Churches in Poland	 <Iteo.Urv	 c.v4fr- es	 IP ra.v.A. drC %

13. SLnc.'USgU is not every keen intelligencenen, Subject has been

able to elicit a' great deal of inforeation under the pretense that such infor-

mation is necessary if he is to formulate an intellisent;opinion on the ques-

tions raised> KAMM has been quite free in giving &Neat this information,.

all of uhich hes been passed on to us in periodic reporta)

lb. During discussions with KOWA, Subject has complained that he

has little tins to assist !OHM because he works forth. World Council of

Churches. In order to convince KISHDBA, Subject has often shown him letters

fron the WCC in which be is notified of money (200 DM nonth1y) being sent to

him. KAMM interpreted this complaint as meaning that Subject needed more
aaaay aaa a:m=1 4. ;47 ht.	 'no to 1.50 ow car south for the advice he

gives. Subject believes that KAMM give, hie this money from his own
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pocket because he finds Subject's advice extremely helpful. Actually,

UMW follows Subject's sadae so cloaely that, in effect, Sabject con-

trols • good part of the BB work. IIISBUBA has told Subject to be extremely

careful about keeplug thdr relationship secret since none at his friends

hate any idea that he has connections with Subject. In order to throw off

umy suspecica that might arise about his relationship with Subject, EASSUBL

broadcasts that Subject is a amber of the ZP/Olffil which is directly opposed

to the Z. memo, who originally asked Subject to help EASSESs is

the only member of the WOOS who lams of their collaboration. KAMM

prod. sed Subject to bring him reports which the SB has on Ukrainians in

VIMA who are working as double agents for the Americans and the Passim&
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